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Die Kleenen Weihnachtspunker
The guide to fantasy art was conceived to present a behind-the-scenes
view of the creative processes in fantasy art . Fantasy art is
imaginative art, depicting worlds which lie beyond the grey reality of
our everyday lives.
100 Jahre Rowohlt
Testament
Meet Aaron, an accidental werewolf with a painful past of abuse and abandonment, seeking
an answer to his problem. He decides to take a position as an assistant with Pamela at the
Tarot Cafe while he searches for a solution. A glimpse into Pamela's life before the Tarot
Cafe is laden with prejudice and persecution. 700 years ago Pamela's mother made the
ultimate sacrifice for her daughter ... but even now, is the fear that doomed her mother really
gone?
Deutsche Nationalbibliographie und Bibliographie der im Ausland erschienenen
deutschsprachigen Veröffentlichungen
Verzeichnis lieferbarer Bücher

- This final edition in Luis Royo's Conceptions series is dedicated to the
feminine figure.
Spectrum 8
Conceptions III
The latest edition of the only annual anthology of fantasy art includes 250 illustrations spanning
the globe and representing artists throughout this exciting genre, including such notables as James
Gurney, Anita Kunz, and Jean "Moebius" Giraud. Original. 20,000 first printing.
Katalog der Arbeitsbibliothek Annemarie Verweyen
Monographien und Periodika--Halbjahresverzeichnis. Reihe D

With images of searing beauty, Ricky Carralero's erotic portraits are so hot
they almost glow! Like a Varga for the new millennium, Carralero's pin-up
girls are pure spice with just a hint of sweet! Best known for his work on
the mega-selling 'Double Impact' line of comics and merchandise, Ricky
Carralero's extraordinary ability to illustrate the ultimate in fantasy females
is putting him on the fast-track of absolute fan favourites! Born in Cuba in
1969, his family finally made it to the States in the mid-Eighties, and Ricky
drank in all the images of mindless sex and violence his new country had to
offer -- and gave back SO MUCH more! This massive full colour collection
of his paintings is an oversized tome of titillation, with every portrait
suitable for framing! If you're an ardent admirer of the pin-up, then here's a
showcase that'll have you acting like a Tex Avery Wolf! Be warned however
-- the cover art is one of the tamer pieces! Yeeouch!
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Illustrierte Bücher 1945-2000
Julie Bell's fantasy art is world-renowned, and this collection
represents 28 of her most imaginative, sensual and fantastical
images.
The Julie Bell Portfolio
The Tarot Café
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